
During the early 1960s, Mount Saint 
Francis was my home. I spent more  
time at the Mount than I did at my  
family home in Flint, Michigan.  
Coming back was a real eye-opener.

Driving up the old Highway 150 was like coming out of 
a forest and entering a metropolis. During my years at the 
Mount, there was very little, other than a two-lane road 
covered on both sides with trees. Now there are shopping 
malls, churches, and a number of homes in addition to a 
four-lane highway with actual stoplights! Highway 150 has 
grown up! 

As I entered the front gate the first thing I saw was a statue of 
St. Francis – a nice touch and a new addition to the entrance.  
Driving down St. Francis Blvd. the first thing I saw was a  
jogging trail off to the left side of the road which went through  
one of the fields. As I continued on my journey I looked at 
the cemetery that had far more gravesites than when I was a 
student. Looking to the entrance of the former cloister I saw 
two friars, one of whom I recognized as Friar Don Adamski, 
who was my best friend, sitting on the porch with another 
Friar whom I later learned was Friar Ken Bartsch, another 
classmate. I parked my car in front of the old Companion 

office, got my luggage, and proceeded to the 
main steps of the Friars’ entrance. Once there 
I was allowed to enter the rotunda, which 
was once a “sacro sanctum” for the Friars. 
I went to the former visiting parlor to get 
some papers, then Friar Don took me over 
to the new private rooms in what was once 

the Dormitory that housed 68 of us aspiring to be Conventual 
Franciscans. Gone are the old steel gray lockers and the old 
brown-colored hospital-like beds. Now there are only private 
rooms. Also, missing were the multitude of sinks and mirrors at 
both ends of the dorm. The once multi-headed shower room, 
along with several stalls and urinals, has been converted into a 
much smaller restroom for retreatants.

After depositing my luggage in the private room, Friar Don 
took me down to the former recreation room where several 
other former seminarians and a few of the Friars were gathered 
for snacks and chats. Fr. Richard Kaley, another classmate, 
also came down to say “hi.” Unfortunately he had to leave to 
go to Louisville shortly after I arrived. My arrival was fairly 
late on Friday because of a previous commitment I had in San 
Antonio, Texas. Nonetheless, Friar Richard told me that I had 
missed two other classmates, Gary Obst, and Carl Lickteig, 
who had been there for the reunion. Many of the folks in the 
room were in classes either before or after mine. Fr. Christian 
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Moore and Fr. Cletus Pifher were also on hand to chat with 
the visitors. As I looked around the former rec room, gone 
were the ping-pong tables, the old brown radio that stood off 
to the side of the room, the shuffleboard, and the numerous 
heavy wooden chairs that many of us thought had come as 
excess furniture from a mental institution. As I walked to  
the back of the room, I discovered that the former music 
room where we kept our stereo and record collection had 
been converted into more rooms for retreatants. Progress  
had come to the Mount! 

Friar Don was concerned that I had not had supper (though 
I tried to explain to him that I was fed on my flight from  
San Antonio to Atlanta before boarding the flight to Louisville),  
so he took me back to the kitchen. Approaching the walk-
in cooler I was surprised to see the old large wooden door 
had been replaced with a transparent glass door. I thought 
to myself: how nice it would have been if in our days at the 
Mount the good German Sisters who cooked and washed for 
us had been the recipients of such a gift. However, I never 
doubted the strength of the good Sisters in either opening 
the heavy wooden or slinging around 25-gallon milk cans. 
They were strong! I really wasn’t that hungry so after viewing 
the walk-in and leaving the kitchen I glanced over to the 
dishwashing machine and recalled the many times we took 
our turn washing dishes after each meal. 

As I headed up to the room I had been assigned, just before 
I got to the stairway, I noticed an elevator to the right of the 
hallway. Again, modern technology designed to assist the 
visitors to our old haunts.

Saturday morning, we had breakfast, buffet style, in the 
former refectory. As I sat down to the round tables, ideal for 
conversation, I recalled the old blacktopped tables with their 
heavy wooden legs that once graced the dining area “back 
when.” Gone was the platform on which sat the Prefect and 
the reader, the former who watched over the students during 
meal times, and the latter who kept us in touch with the 
saints and spiritual readings of the past. As I sat at the table, 
I looked out to the new glass door (glass seems to be “in” at 
the Mount…perhaps a look at the transparency that exists 
for future generations) and discovered that what was once a 
grassy knoll was now a patio complete with tables, chairs, a 
fountain, and a stairway that leads to the archives which now 
occupies the subbasement area where we used to store our 
luggage upon returning to the Mount every academic year.

After breakfast, Friar Don took me on a tour of the former 
school building. As we passed through the breezeway into 
the study hall, I was taken aback. The space that once held 
old brown desks for more than 100 seminarians was now 
a meeting room with tables. As I stood in the back of the 
room, I began having flashbacks: seeing Fr. Kenneth Waller 
and Fr. Ralph Murtaugh (both former Prefects) who used to 
sit in the glass enclosure and say their Breviary prayers as they 
watched out over us, sometimes calling individuals to “kneel 
out” if they were talking instead of studying. 

As we journeyed through the study hall and past the main  
entrance to the school building I noted that the visiting parlor  
was still intact, but the typing room and the sophomore 
and senior classrooms had been converted into dorms with 
double bunk beds that accommodate the high school and 
youth retreatants who flock to the Mount from September 
through May. Turning around and going up the stairs we  
ascended to my old haunts – the Library and library workroom.

Like most of the other spaces, the Library had been turned 
into a meeting room with round tables. And I believe the 
former chemistry lab, where Fr. Columban (now Kenneth) 
Gering used to have us try to combine chemicals to form 
substances that would not blow up the lab, had also been 
converted into a bunk-bed dorm. Though I recall one 
incident where one of my classmates, who shall remain 
anonymous, put a piece of solid potassium substance in a 
beaker of water and the thing exploded! Fr. Columban was 
quick to notice and take action! 

The former Barber Shop is now a visiting room, and gone are 
the old barber chairs where many of us used to get our locks 
trimmed. Continuing on down the hall, the Junior classroom 
on the right has now been converted into an ancillary chapel. 
The classroom across the hall had a number of tables and a 
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3rd row: B. Beurle, M. Massengill, G. Obst, L. Pienta, R. Kaley;  
4th row K. Bartsch, M. Woodward and C. Bappert.



boxed-off area for storage. The final room on that floor was 
the old biology lab where Fr. Kenneth Waller used to have us 
dissect frogs, grasshoppers, and other types of creatures. This 
room has now been filled with overstuffed pillows to replace 
the black wooden tables that used to grace this room. 

Moving back to the building housing the dorms, we now 
entered the former auditorium where we once watched movies  
and listened to Fr. Ralph play the piano and sing “Hugo, Hugo,  
you got the shoes on, go the barn and get pa…” Behind that  
area was the former Mount Craft where Fr. Eugene Henley 
used to try and teach us how to be woodworkers. Many of us  
spent a good portion of our free time down there making 
crosses and crucifixes for our families. That whole area has  
been converted into an area now known as the “lower chapel.”  
Though during our visit we also used it as a meeting room 
for discussing where we should go with the organization 
known as the “Association of Former Students.”

We had one final area to visit, and Fr. Jim Kent was kind 
enough to unlock the breezeway to the old gym. Nothing 
had changed except for the addition of a few lockers on the 
upper platform overlooking the whole gym. The old musty 
smells still lingered and the size of the gym remained the 
same: small and quaint. 

Saturday after lunch we paid our respects to the deceased 
friars. We gathered at the cemetery and sang and prayed 
for those who have gone before us. Friar Don and I walked 
around to each grave and I, at least, was surprised to see so 
many of my former teachers resting in peace. While there 
was only one circle of headstones when I was a student there, 
there are at least four now. And since they are running out 
of space, the Province has installed two columbaria – one 
for the ashes of our future deceased friars and one for friends 
and supporters of the Province. Saturday evening ended with 
Mass, supper, and more visiting in the former rec room. 

Sunday morning, I packed my luggage, took the new elevator 
down to the first floor, and headed to the parking lot in front  
of the post office and the former Companion office. I loaded 
the car and thought I would take one last stroll around the 
barn area. As I looked at the water tower that stood as a 
sentinel during my high school years, I noted that there was 
now a second water tower in what used to be out baseball field.  
Gone are the tennis courts that have since been converted 
into a parking area, and a new picnic pavilion now graces 

another area of the ball field. Time marches on! I thought 
about walking down to the lake but decided I did not want 
to take that trek and get all sweaty before I boarded a plane 
back to San Antonio. So I walked to the gate that blocks the 
road down to the lake and simply took in the view from the 
old milk barn area. The pasture that once housed our herd 
of cows is now filled with the multiple trees that have taken 
over the area. The old milk house is now an artists’ shop, and 
the area where we used to keep Willy (our bull) chained has 
now been converted into another new artists’ building. The 
only other area that has changed dramatically has been the 
old dump, just outside the study hall. I recall the days when 
Brother Bob would be pulling his wagon loaded with trash 
to dump down the hill. That area too, is now overgrown 
with trees. Just as we have all aged, so has the Mount as it has 
entered the 21st century with a new (and just as noble) role 
as a retreat house.

The one final area that I missed was the old “fish pond.” 
While the statue of St. Francis still graces the most prominent  
area outside the chapel and school building, gone are the 
fish. The new structure provided a pedestal upon which 
St. Francis continues to watch over all who come to the 
Mount, but the pool surrounding it has been replaced by 
cobblestones and some low-lying green bushes. The change 
is more modern and certainly speaks to the progress the 
Franciscans have made in the last decades.

As I got ready to leave and said my goodbyes to Friar Don,  
I was glad I had come. Staying away for 50 years from a  
place I once called home was staying away too long! Friar 
Bob Baxter and his team exemplified the hospitality that  
I once knew as a member of the Order. Friar John Elmer 
(a senior when I was a freshman) was also most welcoming 
and cordial. I plan on trying to make as many reunions as I 
possibly can…because there is always a spirit of friendliness 
that is shown by the friars to those of us who were once a 
part of this fraternity.

One final note. One of the things that I learned during this 
reunion is that many of the men who have been planning 
these reunions for years and years would like to step back 
and let some “new blood” take over the planning and 
implementation of the reunions. So I would encourage those 
of you who have the will to do so, to please contact Friar 
John Elmer who would welcome your active participation  
in the Association. 
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GOING TO THE MOUNT, 1952

Five were freshmen (I was one of them) and the other was 
heading back for his sophomore year – Brother Anthony 
Droll, who has worked for many, many years in the missions 
in Africa. All of us freshmen were 14 years old, and we were 
all scared as we were leaving home for the first time and 
would be staying for nine months. Our names were Ronald 
Vaughn, Mike Rall, Dick Gosche, Herman Lonsway, and 
Bernie Neff (myself ).

After a long drive, we arrived at the Mount near the fish pond  
(when it actually had fish in it). The first thing we noticed 
was the presence of many workmen who were putting the 
finishing touches on the “new” building. Since it was not 
finished, we slept on the second floor of the “old” building 
and ate in what was to become the chemistry lab near the gym.

Several of the upper classmen were assigned to take us in tow 
and show us around. We unpacked and wandered around 
the grounds, trying to figure out what this new school was 
all about. Soon we were in classes and entered into the 
routine that was to be our life for the next nine months: up 
at 5:30 every morning, off to Mass and breakfast, then to our 
assigned work area, then to classes all morning. After lunch 
we had a little free time before the afternoon classes, then off 
to do assigned chores, then supper, followed by the rosary 
and prayers, a little more free time, study hall, night prayers, 
and in bed with lights out by 9:30. We liked Saturdays when 
we could sleep in until 6:00 AM and we LOVED Sundays 
when we slept until 6:30.

We liked Wednesdays too. We were given the afternoon 
off from classes (but we had to pay for this freedom with 
classes on Saturday morning), so we had the opportunity to 
play baseball, basketball, touch football, tennis, swim in the 
lake, and so on – or just take a walk in the woods. This last 
was one of my favorites. At that time, the Mount was over 
400 acres so there were a lot of places to check out. And, 
of course, there were the animals – especially the snakes. 

Mostly harmless, we used to use them for little “surprises” 
by putting them in lockers, beds and other places to give our 
fellow students a nasty surprise. I remember putting one in 
my classmate’s (Fr. Christian Moore) desk in study hall, and 
when he opened his desk drawer the snake popped out and 
surprised him. He jerked back and almost fell over, causing a 
fair amount of commotion. Problem was we were in the front 
row of the study hall and we ended up having to kneel out for 
our sins. Study hall was supposed to be quiet. 

Fr. Vincent Gottbrath was in charge of keeping us in line, 
assisted by Fr. Arthur Young. They were in charge of keeping 
peace and quiet in study hall, the dorms, the chapel, etc. 
Needless to say, they had their hands full with all the active 
bodies they had to work with. Our first year instructors were  
Fr. Arthur (Latin), Fr. Kenneth (Biology), Fr. Dunstan (English),  
Fr. Eugene (Math), and Fr. Norbert (Physics). Fr. Eugene 
was also in charge of Mount Craft, where we could make 
things like crosses, plaques, etc. in wood. Fr. Kenneth was our 
basketball coach for the freshmen team – the Mount Midgets. 
Fr. Dunstan took care of the orchard.

We moved into the new building in October or November. 
Our new dorm room held about 48 beds (there were two of 
them). There was a new large recreation room, a radio room 
(very little TV – mostly for pre-approved sports events), a 
locker room, and the cafeteria. So we were the first class to use 
the new building for all four years. All of us moved the library 
from the “really old” building to the second floor of the “old” 
building one Saturday morning. The really old building (from 
when the Mount started) was torn down soon after.

by: Bernie Neff, ’52-’56
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In September 1952, six young men left  

Carey, Ohio, to begin their high school  

education at Mount Saint Francis seminary. 

Bernie Neff and Bernie Zajdel play cards during recreation time.



Most of us spent a lot of time in the gym. There was 
almost always a basketball pick-up game going on, plus the 
occasional volleyball game. And the Mount belonged to the 
Indiana high school basketball league, so the varsity (mostly 
juniors and seniors) and “B” team (mostly sophomores) 
would play 14-18 games each season against other high 
school teams in the area. 

There was always a lot of competition between the classes 
when it came to sports. Baseball, basketball, touch football, 
and volleyball provided the usual competitions. We also had 
teams that were made up for various competitions. Most of 
us spent a lot of time playing one sport or another. It was a 
great way to get rid of some of that energy we all had.

One of the endeavors that I thoroughly enjoyed was 
choir. We were all expected to sing at Mass and the other 
ceremonies in the chapel. My favorite was the four-part 
harmony we learned for the Holy Week ceremonies. Fr. 
Dunstan was in charge of choir and he made sure that we 
could sing all those hymns (in Latin, of course) appropriately. 

I started out as a first tenor my first year and ended up in  
the bass section my junior and senior years.

I had a big mouth so I spent a lot of time on my knees  
(a favorite penance at that time) during the first six weeks 
of 1952. Silence was expected in the dorms, study hall, and 
even in the cafeteria – unless we were given the OK to talk 
while we ate. But this was the beginning of my growing up 
time, both psychologically and physically. I was less than five 
feet tall when I went to the Mount, and when I graduated I 
was six feet, four inches tall. And I had learned to keep my 
big mouth shut as well! With the schedule, the discipline,  
the opportunities, the instructors, we all grew into the men 
we all became.

Today, as I look back at this time of my life, I am 

thankful for what I received from the Mount.

Most of my class left either the pursuit of the priesthood 
or the priesthood itself over the years. My class members 
who made it all the way and stayed are Fr. Christian Moore, 
Fr. Edmund Goldbach, and Fr. Lawrence Mattingly (who, 
unfortunately, passed away a few years ago). None of the 
five young men mentioned in the first paragraph are priests 
today. So we talk about quality not quantity. But the rest of 
us all have a special place in our hearts for “the Mount.”  
It’s where we learned to grow up.

ASSOCIATION OF FORMER STUDENTS
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Ken Miller ('62-66) has volunteered to become the new 
editor for  the Former Student Newsletter We now are 
looking for additional volunteers. We need help writing an 
occasional article for the newsletter and someone to write 
the “Thought you would like to know” column. We also need 
someone to update and maintain the membership directory.

Benefits include:

• Staying in touch with your former classmates
• Work from home – can be completed via internet
• God’s Blessings in abundance!

If you would like more information or to volunteer please 
contact Fr. John Elmer, OFM Conv., '59-63 at 812-923-5250  
or fr.john.elmer@gmail.com.

The new dorm rooms under 
construction in 1952 and the 
building as it is today.
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Fr. Wayne and Fr. Steve with the former students and 
their spouses outside the Basilica of St. Francis in Assisi.

Mark Wunder sitting outside  
a small cafe in Assisi.

Fr. John Elmer asked me if I could write a few words about 
the trip sponsored by the Former Student’s association to 
Rome and Assisi this past summer. I do so with joy. 

In 2014 at the Mount Reunion, the concept of a trip to Italy 
was put forth to us with the idea that we would have a couple 
of the Friars as tour guides. There was enough interest that it 
became a reality.

At the end of May last year, most of us met at 
O’Hare International Airport in Chicago for 
the long trip over to Rome. A couple of the 
guys had flown over earlier to spend extra time 
in Rome, and both our guides went to Rome 
separately to meet us there. Our guides were 
Frs. Steve McMichael and Wayne Hellmann. 
What a pair of guides to have!

When we got to Rome, Fr. Steve met us at the airport and 
we boarded a bus to our hotel near the Vatican. That first day 
we were pretty much on our own after lunch. On Wednesday 
we went to the Papal audience. In the next couple of days, 
we went to the other three major basilicas in Rome (which 
we couldn’t enter because the Pope was visiting all three of 
them that day as part of the Year of Mercy, along with about 
10,000 priests he had invited.), the Basilicas of San Clemente 
and San Sebastiano (with its wonderful catacombs), ate 
dinner at a couple of great local restaurants, and visited 
the Basilica of St. Peter, the Vatican Museums, the Sistine 
Chapel, and the tombs under St. Peter’s. We also visited the 
Roman Forum, the Coliseum, the Pantheon, Spanish Steps, 
the Trevi Fountain, and the Piaza Navona. All in four days. 
Wow! Those with step devices said we were averaging about 
20,000 steps a day. Good exercise considering all the pasta 
and red wine we consumed. 

Then we boarded a bus on Saturday morning and drove 
to Assisi. As someone who has had a life-long affinity for 
Francis, this was the high point of the trip. We visited the 
places were Francis livedand preached in Assisi and the 
Umbrian valley, from the Portiuncula inside Santa Maria 
degli Angeli in the valley, to San Damiano, San Rufino 
Cathedral, Basilica Santa Chiara (Saint Clare), the Basilica of 
St. Francis, among others. 

For me, however, the trip to Assisi was a time of spiritual 
renewal. We renewed our baptismal vows at the same 
font where Francis and Clare were baptized at San Rufino 
Cathedral. Even though we renew our baptismal vows at the 
Easter Vigil each year, this act was extremely powerful to me. 
Seeing the original San Damiano cross had a special effect 
on me as well. I was surprised to learn that it is kept at the 
Basilica of St. Clare rather than at San Damiano (although 
it was going to be taken to San Damiano for a week shortly 
after we were there). Visiting and praying at the tomb of St. 
Clare was also special. 

But of course, the highlight of the entire trip was spending 
time at the Basilica of St. Francis. We went to the English 
Mass on Sunday morning, and on the last day we were in 
Assisi we had a chance to have a private Mass in a side chapel 
off the courtyard. We prayed at the tomb of Francis. As someone  
who has worn a Franciscan ring since 1970 (yes, I still have 
the one given to me when I was at St. Bonaventure Friary 
in St. Louis, even though I bought a new one in Assisi) and 
has always felt that I am a Franciscan at heart, this was the 
ultimate spiritual renewal for me.

Rome and Assisi are both ancient cities and are amazing. I’m 
glad that I got to go. I met a couple of former students that 
I hadn’t previously known. I met spouses of former students 
that I hadn’t previously known. It was great.

PILGRIMAGE TO ROME AND ASSISI 
by: Mark Wunder, ’64-’68
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SHARING THE SPIRIT OF ST. FRANCIS 
by: Mario Caruso, ’51-’55

From his time growing up in St. Rocco’s Parish in Chicago Heights through 
today, the Conventual Franciscans have been part of Mario Caruso’s life. In 
1951 he entered the high school seminary at Mount St. Francis and for the 
next 13 years studied, lived, and served with the Friars. He remembers two 
Friars as special mentors – Fr. Russan Cole and Fr. Juniper Cummings.

“They were great teachers,” Mario said. But what he really remembers is “I was 
deeply affected by their welcoming, their Franciscan Spirit. They were very 
influential to me.”

After leaving the community in the mid-1960s, Mario worked in his family’s 
restaurant business. Later he worked for the Social Security Administration and 
Montgomery Ward. Through the years, he has stayed in close touch with his 
classmates and with the other Friars. He attends the school reunions, and has 
begun making more frequent retreats at Mount St. Francis.

“I’m always so impressed with the Friars, they’re so dedicated,” Mario said. “The  
retreats are so good, and you always receive such a warm welcome at the Mount.”

In addition to his regular support, recently Mario completed the process of 
investing in a Charitable Gift Annuity to benefit the Friars of the Province of 
Our Lady of Consolation. He will receive regular payouts on the interest in 
the investment, and at the time of his death the remainder may be used by the 
Province for its ministries.

“I owe my education to them,” he said. “It’s not just that I know them 
personally, or that they supported me in my youth. I want to support them  
and their important work, both in the present and in the future.”

To learn more about investing in a Charitable Gift Annuity, or perhaps leaving 
the Friars in your will, please contact the Province Development Office at  
(812) 923-5250, or fill out and return the form below. And be assured that 
you, your family, and your intentions are always remembered in our Masses 
and prayers!

Mario Caruso (far right) and his  
classmates at a recent reunion.

The alumni (and some of their spouses) 
assemble at the 2016 reunion.
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____________________________________________________________________________________________   ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Your Name: First      Initial       Last Spouse Name: First      Initial       Last

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City: ______________________________________________________________________________________  State: _____________  Zip: ______________________________ – ____________________

                       9 DIGIT ZIP CODE

Email: ____________________________________________________________________________________  Phone: (  _____________________ ) ___________________________________________________

       PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS

I AM ENCLOSING A CONTRIBUTION OF $ ___________________________________

Checks can be made payable to MSF Former Student Association

Time for the 2017-2018 bi-annual dues
The MSF Former Student Association is asking you to respond again with a membership fee of $25.00  

for the 2017-18 bi-annual dues. The dues help defray the cost of operating the Association.

✃
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+Friar Joel Burget, OFM Conv. (‘53-57)

Fr. Joel died Friday April21, 2017, 
in Terre Haute, IN. Born Robert 
Joseph Burger on June 17, 1939 
in Terre Haute, IN attended minor 
seminary at Mount St. Francis, 
IN and entered the Conventual 
Franciscan Order in 1957. He professed Simple 
Vows on July 10, 1958, and Solemn Vows on 
October 11, 1961.

While studying theology during the academic 
year in Chaska, MN, his interest in the world  
led to summer geography studies at the 
University of MN. Because of this experience 
and the need for good teachers, after his 
ordination to priesthood on March 5, 1966, 
he was sent to teach geography in the Friars’ 
schools in Zambia.

In 1986 Fr. Joel returned to the US and, after a 
brief period in parish ministry, began serving as 
a hospital chaplain in Centralia IL. He became 
pastor at St. Benedict’s in his hometown of Terre 
Haute in 1998, and through 2010 served his 
community with the same Franciscan joy and 
compassion. He continued to live at the Friary at 
Terre Haute for the rest of his life.

+Friar Juniper Cummings, OFM Conv. ('38-43)

Fr. Juniper died on Friday, May 26, 2017 in Shakopee, MN. 
Fr. Juniper was born in Louisville, KY on September 4, 1924. 
He attended the Minor Seminary at Mount St. Francis, IN and 
Our Lady of Consolation Seminary in Ohio. He professed 
Simple Vows on July 15, 1945 and Solemn Vows on October 
4, 1948. He was ordained a Priest on October 15, 1950 at the Church of 
Cordeliers, Fribourg, Switzerland.

Fr. Juniper was a pastor, a formation director, and director of the Franciscan 
Mission Association and Development Office. In 1982 he was elected 
Minister Provincial of the Province of Our Lady of Consolation and served 
six years. He was Vice-Chairman of the Franciscan Friars' Conference of the 
US and an Assistant General of the Conventual Order.

In 1989, at the age of 65, Fr. Juniper accepted the position of Custos of the 
Zambian Custody. He ministered in Zambia for 21 years. In 2010 Fr. Juniper 
returned to the States and ministered at Prior Lake Center for Spirituality. Fr. 
Juniper lived his life joyfully and shared that joy of the Gospel with everyone 
around him.

Mike Brian ('61-65) passed away in June, 2017. He was the editor for the  
Mt. St. Francis Former Student Newsletter. Please keep his wife, Jacqueline 
in your prayers.

Diane Bollman, wife of Jim Bollman ('59-63) passed away on July, 2, 2017 
in Lasing, MI. Please keep Jim and his children in your prayers.

Thought You Would Like To Know

PLEASE SEND YOUR DUES TO:

Fr. John Elmer, OFM Conv ‘59-53
MSF Former Student Association

103 St. Francis Blvd., Mt. St. Francis, IN 47146
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